AGRICULTURE
-(INDIA)

1 CHAUDHURI, Arindam
Agriculture sector: Time to give more.
ASSAM TRIBUNE (GUWAHATI), 2012(14.3.2012)

Highlights the problems of Agriculture Sector in India.
** Agriculture-(India).

-FARMS AND FARMERS

2 AJAY SHRIRAM
Farmer is key to farm growth.
ECONOMIC TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(12.3.2012)

Criticises the Government for neglecting the issues of farmers.
** Agriculture-Farms and Farmers.

-FARMS AND FARMERS-CONTRACT FARMING

3 VIJAY, R
Structural retrogression and rise of ‘New Landlords’ in Indian agriculture: An empirical exercise.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY (MUMBAI), V.47(No.5), 2012
(4.2.2012): P.37-45

Illustrates implications of rise in non-cultivating ’peasant’ households in rural areas on agricultural growth in India.
** Agriculture-Farms and Farmers-Contract Farming.

-FORESTS AND FORESTRY

4 SHARMA, Narayan and Others
Socio-economic drivers of forest cover change in Assam: A historical perspective.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY (MUMBAI), V.47(No.5), 2012
(4.2.2012): P.64-72

Analyses in historical context the forest cover change in upper Brahmaputra valley of Assam during the pre-colonial, colonial and post-colonial periods.
** Agriculture-Forests and Forestry.

** - Keywords

1
5  Vanishing forests (Editorial).
    ASSAM TRIBUNE (GUWAHATI), 2012(7.3.2012)

    Expresses concern over environmental impact of
deforestation in India.
    ** Agriculture-Forests and Forestry-Deforestation.

-FORESTS AND FORESTRY-FOREST MANAGEMENT AND POLICY

6  KRISHNA KUMAR, R
    Fire in the front.
    HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(5.3.2012)

    Discusses about the massive forest fire at Nagarhole
    National Park in Karnataka.
    ** Agriculture-Forests and Forestry-Forest Management and
    Policy.

-FORESTS AND FORESTRY-WILD LIFE

7  BAVADAM, Lyla
    Vanishing vultures.
    FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.29(No.2), 2012(10.2.2012):
P.110-112

    Expresses concern over the decline in population of
    vultures in India.
    ** Agriculture-Forests and Forestry-Wild Life.

8  BINDRA, Prerna Singh
    Not all roads lead to progress.
    PIONEER (NEW DELHI), 2012(14.3.2012)

    Emphasises the need to protect the rare wildlife in
    forest reserve area of the country.
    ** Agriculture-Forests and Forestry-Wild Life.

BIOGRAPHIES
- POLITICAL LEADERS-GANDHI, MOHANDAS KARAMCHAND

9  JAIN, Vidya
    Revalidating Gandhi: Non-violent action in the
    globalising India, P. 166-177, in,
    JAIN, VIDYA(ED): PEACE, NON-VIOLENCE AND GANDHIAN
    CONCERNS, 2011
    Jaipur, Rawat Publications.
    ** Biographies-Political Leaders-GANDHI, Mohandas
    Karamchand.

** - Keywords
10 KOLGE, Nishikant and SREEKUMAR, N
Problematising modernity: Gandhi and Ecologism, P.271-282, in.
JAIN, VIDYA (ED): PEACE, NON-VIOLENCE AND GANDHIAN
CONCERNS, 2011
Jaipur, Rawat Publications.
** Biographies-Political Leaders-GANDHI, Mohandas
Karamchand.

11 RADHAKRISHNAN, Neelakanta
Towards a non-violent, non-killing and peaceful world:
Lessons from Gandhi, P.21-42, in.
JAIN, VIDYA (ED): PEACE, NON-VIOLENCE AND GANDHIAN
CONCERNS, 2011
Jaipur, Rawat Publications.
** Biographies-Political Leaders-GANDHI, Mohandas
Karamchand.

12 RAMJEE SINGH
Terrorism and the Gandhian perspective, P.226-235, in.
JAIN, VIDYA (ED): PEACE, NON-VIOLENCE AND GANDHIAN
CONCERNS, 2011
Jaipur, Rawat Publications.
** Biographies-Political Leaders-GANDHI, Mohandas
Karamchand.

-PROMINENT PERSONS-DICKENS, CHARLES

13 ADIGA, Aravind
Tale of two artists.
TIMES OF INDIA (MUMBAI), 2012(3.3.2012)

Finds out the spirit of Charles Dickens, a famous English
novelist in the films produced and directed by Raj Kapoor
in India.
** Biographies-Prominent Persons-DICKENS, Charles; Films.

-PROMINENT PERSONS-DRAVID, RAHUL

14 BANERJEE, Satrujit
Sitting on top of the pile.
TELEGRAPH (KOLKATA), 2012(15.3.2012)

Acknowledges the outstanding contribution of Cricketer
Rahul Dravid to the Indian cricket.
** Biographies-Prominent Persons-DRAVID, Rahul; Cricket.

15 GUPTA, Shekhar
Dear Dravid, thank you.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(10.3.2012)

** - Keywords 3
- PROMINENT PERSONS-DRAVID, RAHUL

Discusses about the achievements of Rahul Dravid on his retirement from world of cricket.
** Biographies-Prominent Persons-DRAVID, Rahul; Cricket.

- PROMINENT PERSONS-KUDALLUR, ACHUTHAN

16 BASKARAN, Theodore
Achuthan's journey.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012): P.85-88

Appreciates the art of Chennai based international artist Achuthan Kudallur.
** Biographies-Prominent Persons-KUDALLUR, Achuthan; Arts

- PROMINENT PERSONS-MIRANDA, MARIO

17 D'MELLO, Pamela
Humble genius.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012): P.129-131

Pays tribute to famous cartoonist Mario Miranda.
** Biographies-Prominent Persons-MIRANDA, Mario.

- PROMINENT PERSONS-SHUKLA, SRILAL

18 PANDE, Mrinal
Srilal: Tribute from a rereader.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY (MUMBAI), V.47(No.5), 2012 (4.2.2012): P.25-26

Pays tribute to Srilal Shukla, an eminent Hindi writer and Jnanpith Award winner for 2009.
** Biographies-Prominent Persons-SHUKLA, Srilal.

- PROMINENT PERSONS-TAGORE, RABINDRANATH

19 BHATTACHARYYA, Sabyasachi
Other Tagore.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012): P.22-28

Throws light on different aspects of Rabindranath Tagore's life.
** Biographies-Prominent Persons-TAGORE, Rabindranath.

** - Keywords
20 GHULAM MURSHID
Poet of the Padma.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012):
P.17-21

Looks into the contribution of Rabindranath Tagore's poetry to the Bangladesh Freedom Movement.
** Biographies-Prominent Persons-TAGORE, Rabindranath.

21 RADICE, William
Timeless Tagore.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012): P.4-13

Pays tribute to great thinker, philosopher, poet and rural reconstructionist Rabindranath Tagore on his 150th Birth anniversary.
** Biographies-Prominent Persons-TAGORE, Rabindranath.

22 SINHA, Sarbari
Unique landlord.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012):
P.29-36

Recalls the contributions of Rabindranath Tagore in reconstruction of rural India.
** Biographies-Prominent Persons-TAGORE, Rabindranath; Rural development.

- PROMINENT PERSONS-VYARAWALLA, HOMAI

23 CHATTERJEE, Partha
Legend's lens.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.29(No.2), 2012(10.2.2012):
P.113-117

Pays homage to India's first woman photojournalist Homai Vyarwalla.
** Biographies-Prominent Persons-VYARAWALLA, Homai.

CENSUS AND POPULATION
-Population

24 BROOKS, David
Fertility implosion.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(14.3.2012)

Discusses the implications of lower fertility rate on the economic growth.
** Census and Population-Population.

** - Keywords 5
25 SHUKLA, Archana
Crowded virtual bazaar.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(4.3.2012)

Discusses about increasing trend of E-commerce market in India.
** Commerce-Internal Trade-Online Shopping.

26 CHERIAN, John
Troubled equations.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012): P.41-43

Deals with the bilateral relations between India and China.
** Commerce-International Trade-(India-China).

27 DAS, Gurcharan
Don't be my favourite friend, be most favoured nation.
TIMES OF INDIA (MUMBAI), 2012(11.3.2012)

Focuses on trade relations between India and Pakistan in view of Pakistan's granting 'most favoured nation, to India.
** Commerce-International Trade-(India-Pakistan).

28 RAJA MOHAN, C
Pak means business.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(2.3.2012)

Discusses over the prospects of trade between India and Pakistan.
** Commerce-International Trade-(India-Pakistan).

29 NARANG, Tejinder
Scam in pulses import?
ECONOMIC TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(10.3.2012)
CAG: Comptroller and Auditor General.

Raises concern over the loss of Rupees One Thousand and Two Hundred Crore as exposed in Comptroller and Auditor General's report on the import of subsidised pulses

** - Keywords 6
during the years between 2006 and 2011.
** Commerce-International Trade-Import; Scams.

COMMUNICATIONS
-TELECOM POLICY-(INDIA)

30 PONAPPA, Shyam
Time for a review.
BUSINESS STANDARD (NEW DELHI), 2012(1.3.2012)

Gives a critical view on cancellation of 2G telecom spectrum licences as per judgement delivered by the Supreme Court of India.
** Communications-Telecom Policy-(India); 2G Telecom Spectrum Scam.

31 SHALINI SINGH
High on rhetoric, low on substance.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(10.3.2012)

Discusses about Government's petition seeking review of Supreme Court's judgement on cancelling of One Hundred and Twenty Two telecom spectrum licences.
** Communications-Telecom Policy-(India); 2G Telecom Spectrum Scam.

-TELECOMMUNICATIONS

32 DATAR, Arvind P
Vodafone is a misunderstood case.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(2.3.2012)

Discusses over the Income Tax levied on Vodafone.
** Communications-Telecommunications.

CONSTITUTION AND CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
-CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS-(SYRIA)

33 JANSEN, Michael
New Constitution to curb Syrian unrest.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(1.3.2012)

Deals with the referendum on drafting of new Constitution in Syria.
** Constitution and Constitutional Law-Constitutional Amendments-(Syria).
CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION
-(INDIA)

34 KATJU, Markandey
What is India?
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.29(No.2), 2012(10.2.2012): P.89-97

Discusses about cultural diversity in India.
** Culture and Civilization-(India); Secularism.

-CULTURAL RELATIONS-(INDIA-BANGLADESH)

35 SENGUPTA, Ratnottama
Cinema uninterrupted.
TIMES OF INDIA (MUMBAI), 2012(13.3.2012)

Applauds enhancement in cultural relations between India and Bangladesh.
** Culture and Civilization-Cultural Relations-(India-Bangladesh); Films.

DEFENCE
-DEFENCE ADMINISTRATION-PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

36 NAYAR, Kuldip
Ego or polity.
JANATA (MUMBAI), V.66(No.51), 2012(22.1.2012): P.2-3

Expresses views over Chief of Army Staff, General V K Singh's going to Supreme Court on his date of birth issue
** Defence-Defence Administration-Personnel Management.

-DEFENCE BUDGET-(INDIA)

37 MEHTA, Ashok K
Forces starved of funds.
PIONEER (NEW DELHI), 2012(14.3.2012)

Demands for sufficient and appropriate allocation of funds for Indian armed forces.
** Defence-Defence Budget-(India).

-DEFENCE POLICY-(CHINA)

38 PANT, Harsh V
China's arms build up.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(7.3.2012)

Deals with China's defence policy.
** Defence-Defence Policy-(China).

** - Keywords
39 CHERIAN, John
Looking for enemies.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.29(No.2), 2012(10.2.2012): P.48-50

Discusses about the United States military strategy to sustain its global leadership.
** Defence-Defence Policy-(United States).

40 PURI, Rajinder
Rafale deal under cloud !
STATESMAN (KOLKATA), 2012(14.3.2012)

Raises concern over financial impropriety in Rafale jet plane deal between India and France.
** Defence-Defence Procurement-(India-France); Fighter Planes.

41 COOPER, Helene and SCHMITT, Eric
US considers faster Afghanistan pullout.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(15.3.2012)

Comments on the possibility of early withdrawal of United States forces from Afghanistan.
** Defence-Defence Relations-(Afghanistan-United States).

42 MUNDLE, Sudipto
How to be a winner.
TIMES OF INDIA (MUMBAI), 2012(6.3.2012)

Applauds the efforts being made by the Chief Minister of Bihar to speed up socio-economic development in the State
** Economic Growth-(India-Bihar).

43 ALDERMAN, Liz
Euro economies starting to look up.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(8.3.2012)

Throws light on the improving economic condition of Europe.

** - Keywords
-ECONOMIC CRISIS-(EUROPE)

** Economic Growth-Economic Crisis-(Europe).

44 GHOSH, Jayati
Mess in Eurozone.

Expresses concern over prevailing economic crisis in Europe.
** Economic Growth-Economic Crisis-(Europe).

-ECONOMIC POLICY-(INDIA)

45 BIJAY
Whither Bharat.
JANATA (MUMBAI), V.67(No.5), 2012(26.2.2012): P.7-12

Overviews of India's economic policies.
** Economic Growth-Economic Policy-(India).

46 DAS, Sudhanshu R
Finance Minister faces multiple challenges.
ASSAM TRIBUNE (GUWAHATI), 2012(2.3.2012)

Discusses about the current economic scenario of the country and the challenges needed to be addressed.
** Economic Growth-Economic Policy-(India).

47 SRINIVASAN, G
Losing momentum.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012): P.110-111

Expresses concern over the current economic scenario in India.
** Economic Growth-Economic Policy-(India).

-INCOME AND WEALTH

48 OLDIGES, Christian
Cereal consumption and per capita income in India.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY (MUMBAI), V.47(No.6), 2012 (11.2.2012): P.63

Discusses about relationship between per capita cereal consumption and per capita income in India.
** Economic Growth-Income and Wealth.
49 MANDER, Harsh
Other side of life.
JANATA (MUMBAI), V.67(No.4), 2012(19.2.2012): P.7-8

Comments on Planning Commission's criteria to assess 'poverty' line in India.
** Economic Growth-Income and Wealth-Poverty.

EDUCATION

- MANAGEMENT EDUCATION

50 PRASAD, Baba
What they don't teach you at Indian B-school.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(7.3.2012)

Discusses about the flaws in management education in India.
** Education-Management Education.

- TECHNICAL EDUCATION

51 HALARNKAR, Samar
Lesson from Berkeley.
HINDUSTAN TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(15.3.2012)

Emphasises the need to reform the quality and standard of technical education in India.
** Education-Technical Education.

ELECTIONS

-(INDIA)

52 GANDHI, Gopalkrishna
Blot on democracy.
HINDUSTAN TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(10.3.2012)

Expresses concern over extensive use of black money in elections in India.
** Elections-(India); Black Money.

53 NAYAR, Kuldip
Free and fair?
STATESMAN (KOLKATA), 2012(1.3.2012)

Discusses the factors to keep in mind for conducting free and fair elections in India.
** Elections-(India).

** - Keywords 11
54 Aiyar, Swaminathan S Anklesaria
State elections: Four incumbents may win and one lose.
TIMES OF INDIA (MUMBAI), 2012(4.3.2012)

Assesses the outcome of the forthcoming State Legislative
Assembly elections.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India).

55 Akbar, M J
Alibis, alibis.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(12.3.2012)

Analyses the outcome of Legislative Assembly elections
2012 held recently in Five States.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India).

56 Jerath, Arati R
It's UP side down.
TIMES OF INDIA (MUMBAI), 2012(7.3.2012)
UP: Uttar Pradesh.

Expresses concern over declining political position of
Indian National Congress Party in the light of
Legislative Assembly elections held recently in Five
States.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India).

57 Mishra, Sidharth
Sanskritisation of the polity.
PIONEER (NEW DELHI), 2012(10.3.2012)

Comments on the results of Legislative Assembly elections
held recently in five States.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India).

58 Jagjit Singh
Ibobi's moment in Manipur.
STATESMAN (KOLKATA), 2012(14.3.2012)

 Appreciates the leadership quality of Chief Minister of
Manipur, Okram Ibobi Singh in view of his victory in
recently held Legislative Assembly elections.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Manipur).

59 Phanjoubam, Pradip
Why Manipur voted what it hated.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(10.3.2012)

** - Keywords 12
Discusses about the results of Manipur Legislative Assembly elections.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Manipur).

-ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS-(INDIA-PUNJAB)

60 RAJIVLOCHAN, M
Ray of hope for Punjab.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(7.3.2012)

Analyses the result of Punjab Legislative Assembly elections and the issues of concern before the new Government.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Punjab).

61 VOHRA, Pankaj
Change is no longer constant.
HINDUSTAN TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(7.3.2012)

Applauds the Akali Dal's victory in Punjab Legislative Assembly elections.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Punjab).

-ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS-(INDIA-UTTAR PRADESH)

62 AKBAR, M J
Ripple effect.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(5.3.2012)

Gives an opinion on Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly election results.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

63 ALI KHAN MAHMUDABAD
UP's caste of characters.
TIMES OF INDIA (MUMBAI), 2012(5.3.2012)

Deals with State Legislative Assembly elections in Uttar Pradesh.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

64 BHALLA, Surjit S
Congress's tryst with UP.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(6.3.2012)
UP: Uttar Pradesh.

Analyses the performance of political parties in the Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).
**-ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS-(INDIA-UTTAR PRADESH)

65 BOSE, Ajoy
Colour the rainbow.
HINDUSTAN TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(5.3.2012)

Focuses on the election campaign of Bahujan Samaj Party
in Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections.
**Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

66 CHANAKYA
Choosing gets easier.
HINDUSTAN TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(11.3.2012)

Focuses on the victory of Samajwadi Party in Uttar
Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections.
**Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

67 FAISAL FAREED
How the cycle turned full circle.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(11.3.2012)

Discusses about the performance of Samajwadi Party in
Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections.
**Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh);
Samajwadi Party.

68 GUPTA, Smita
Iron lady under seige.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(5.3.2012)

Analyses the causes of defeat of Mayawati's Bahujan Samaj
Party in Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections.
**Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

69 KALYANI SHANKAR
Make or break battle.
STATESMAN (KOLKATA), 2012(4.3.2012)

Speculates over the expectations from recently held
Legislative Assembly elections in Uttar Pradesh.
**Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

70 KESAVAN, Mukul
Lesson of the UP polls.
TELEGRAPH (KOLKATA), 2012(8.3.2012)
UP: Uttar Pradesh.

Assesses the results of Legislative Assembly elections
held in Uttar Pradesh.
**Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).
ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS-(INDIA-UTTAR PRADESH)

71 KRIPLANI, Manjeet
UP, yesterday and tomorrow.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(2.3.2012)
UP: Uttar Pradesh.

Reviews the performance of Mayawati, the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh in the backdrop of ongoing Legislative Assembly elections in the State.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

72 MALIK, Ashok
Revenge of the little people.
PIONEER (NEW DELHI), 2012(3.3.2012)

Observes the political condition of Uttar Pradesh in the wake of ongoing Legislative Assembly elections in the state.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

73 MEHTA, Pratap Bhanu
Mandate for a dream.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(7.3.2012)

Analyses the verdict of Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

74 MUKHERJEE, Shikha
Regional parties grow, CPM gets marginalised.
PIONEER (NEW DELHI), 2012(12.3.2012)
CPI-Communist Party of India.

 Throws light on Legislative Assembly election results held recently in five States.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

75 PANDEY, Sanjay
Son rises as youngest Chief Minister of the most populous state.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(11.3.2012)

Expresses views on the victory of Samajwadi Party in Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections under the leadership of Akhilesh Yadav.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh); Samajwadi Party.

76 PRAHLADAN, Vivek
UP Assembly Elections: Politics of ‘Belonging’ or ‘Belongings’?
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY (MUMBAI), V.47(No.6), 2012 (11.2.2012): P.10-11
Discusses about the ideologies and strategies of political parties working behind the Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

77 RAVINDER KAUR
Message is change.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(14.3.2012)

Applauds the victory of Samajwadi Party leader Akhilesh Yadav and his becoming as the new Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh); Backward Castes.

78 SANJAY KUMAR
How UP changed its mind.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(12.3.2012)
UP: Uttar Pradesh.

Analyses the behaviour of voters for tremendous victory of Samajwadi Party in Legislative Assembly elections of Uttar Pradesh.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

79 SUBRAHMANIAM, Vidya
Small stories in Uttar Pradesh’s big poll picture.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(3.3.2012)

Analyses the voting behaviour in the Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

80 SUBRAHMANIAM, Vidya
There is an elephant in the room.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(2.3.2012)

Deals with Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

81 VARSHNEY, Ashutosh
New dawn or false?
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(12.3.2012)

Analyses the result of Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections and the challenges ahead of winning party.
** Elections-Assembly Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).
ELECTION CAMPAIGN-(INDIA-UTTAR PRADESH)

82 SACHAR, Rajindar
Making a mockery of democracy.
PIONEER (NEW DELHI), 2012(1.3.2012)

Observes that political parties have been exploiting caste and religion to gain votes during elections with special reference to ongoing Legislative Assembly elections in Uttar Pradesh.
** Elections-Election Campaign-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

-ELECTION LAW AND REFORMS

83 GUHA, Ashok Sanjay
Right to reject.
TELEGRAPH (KOLKATA), 2012(5.3.2012)

Emphasises the need for electoral reforms in India.
** Elections-Election Law and Reforms.

-PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS-(RUSSIA)

84 SIBAL, Kanwal
Of principle and beyond.
TELEGRAPH (KOLKATA), 2012(13.3.2012)

Throws light on the significance of victory of Vladimir Putin in Russian Presidential election in the context of Indo-Russia relations.
** Elections-Presidental Elections-(Russia);
International Relations-(India-Russia).

ENERGY
-ENERGY RESOURCES

85 NARAIN, Sunita
Questioning the shale gas ‘revolution’.
BUSINESS STANDARD (NEW DELHI), 2012(12.3.2012)

Throws light on the environmental issues related with shale gas.
** Energy-Energy Resources.

-ENERGY RESOURCES-HYDRO ELECTRIC ENERGY

86 DUTTA, Anubhav
Hydro-electric project needs technical solution.
ASSAM TRIBUNE (GUWAHATI), 2012(3.3.2012)

** - Keywords 17
87 SEN, K K
Alternative to non-renewable resources.
ASSAM TRIBUNE (GUWAHATI), 2012(12.3.2012)
** Energy-Energy Resources-Non Conventional Power Resources.

-ENERGY RESOURCES-NUCLEAR ENERGY

88 CHARY, S N
Abandon nuclear path.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(8.3.2012)

Raises concern over the risks associated with generation of nuclear power.
** Energy-Energy Resources-Nuclear Energy.

ENVIRONMENT

89 PRASAD, Ishwari
Environment and human welfare.
JANATA (MUMBAI), V.66(No.49), 2012(8.1.2012): P.11-13

Discusses the problem of ecological imbalance and ways of handling it.
** Environment.

FINANCE
-BANKS AND BANKING-BANKING REFORMS-(INDIA)

90 KHEMKA, Ashok
Banking on everyone.
ECONOMIC TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(13.3.2012)

Emphasises the need of a regulation in Banking Sector to make sure universal access to a wide range of financial services in a transparent manner at affordable costs.
** Finance-Banks and Banking-Banking Reforms-(India).

-BANKS AND BANKING-BANKING SERVICES

91 SRINIVASAN, G
Negative signal.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.29(No.2), 2012(10.2.2012): P.41-42

Expresses concern over downgrading of Indian banks as per assessment made by United States based ratings agency ‘Moody’.
** Finance-Banks and Banking-Banking Services.
92 ARUN KUMAR
Bringing back what's ours.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(14.3.2012)

Discusses on the problem of vast amount of black money deposited in Swiss bank.
** Finance-BLack Money-(India).

93 BALAKRISHNAN, Pulapre
Looking beyond the global slowdown.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(13.3.2012)

Discusses about current economic condition in the country and the expectations from forthcoming Budget 2012-13.
** Finance-Budget-(India).

94 BANERJEE, Chandrajit
Go full steam ahead.
TIMES OF INDIA (MUMBAI), 2012(2.3..2012)

Suggests the budgetary measures to be taken to achieve the 9% Gross Domestic Product target set in the 12th Five Year Plan.
** Finance-Budget-(India).

95 BANERJEE, Chandrajit
Rx: Growth boosters for the economy.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(2.3.2012)

Discusses about the issues of concern in the upcoming budget for the revival of growth and investment.
** Finance-Budget-(India).

96 BARU, Sanjaya
Act, don't appease.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(13.3.2012)

Deals with the upcoming Union Budget 2012-13.
** Finance-Budget-(India).

97 BHALLA, Surjit S
Why this will be a reform budget.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(15.3.2012)

Discusses about fiscal deficit and proposals for an upcoming Union Budget 2012-13.
** Finance-Budget-(India).
BUDGET-(INDIA)

98 BHATTACHARYA, A K
Budget of the eighties?
BUSINESS STANDARD (NEW DELHI), 2012(13.3.2012)

Expresses views on the upcoming Union Budget 2012-13.
** Finance-Budget-(India).

99 CHARY, S N
Play of numbers.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(14.3.2012)

Expresses views on the upcoming Union Budget 2012-13.
** Finance-Budget-(India).

100 CHINOY, Sajjid
India's Budget: Hoping for credibility over ambition.
BUSINESS STANDARD (NEW DELHI), 2012(13.3.2012)

Deals with hopes and expectations from the Union Budget 2012-13.
** Finance-Budget-(India).

101 GUHA THAKURTA, Paranjoy
Last chance for real reforms.
DECCAN CHRONICLE (HYDERABAD), 2012(13.3.2012)

Deals with the expectations from Union Budget 2012-13.
** Finance-Budget-(India).

102 KRISHNAKUMAR, N V
Union Budget faces difficult choices.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(6.3.2012)

Deals with the challenges ahead for upcoming Union Budget 2012-13.
** Finance-Budget-(India).

103 RAY, Alok
Budget blues.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(9.3.2012)

Gives suggestions on Union Budget 2012-13.
** Finance-Budget-(India).

104 SHARMA, Mihir
No more 1970s Budgets, please.
BUSINESS STANDARD (NEW DELHI), 2012(10.3.2012)


** - Keywords 20
105 KABRA, Kamalnayan
FDI in retail.
JANATA (MUMBAI), V.67(No.3), 2012(12.2.2012): P.4-6
FDI: Foreign Direct Investment.

Discusses about the pros and cons of permitting Foreign Direct Investment in Retail Sector.
** Finance-Foreign Investments-Foreign Direct Investment-(India); Retail Sector.

106 CHANDRASEKHAR, C P
Price of growth.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.29(No.2), 2012(10.2.2012): P.38-40

Examines critically anti-inflationary measures taken by the Reserve Bank of India to improve the current economic scenario.
** Finance-Inflation.

107 LAKSHMINARAYANAN, M
Well done, Mr Yashwant Sinha.
ECONOMIC TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(12.3.2012)

** Finance-Taxation-(India).

108 HAKSAR, A N D
When the dead speak.
HINDUSTAN TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(8.3.2012)

Pleads the Government to learn lesson from Delhi's past which made the city a prey to foreign depredation.
** History-(India-Delhi).
109 NOORANI, A G
Of Quit India, Nehru and CPI split.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012): P.89-93
CPI-Communist Party of India.
** History-Freedom Movement-(India).

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
-INDUSTRIES-TEXTILE INDUSTRY

110 SITHARAMAN, Nirmala
UPA's lizzy bizzy enterprise.
DECCAN CHRONICLE (HYDERABAD), 2012(13.3.2012)
UPA: United Progressive Alliance.
Criticises the Union Government's textile policy.
** Industrial Development-Industries-Textile Industry.

INTERNATIONAL LAW
-MARITIME LAW

111 BHATIA, Rajiv
Ocean of opportunities.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(7.3.2012)
Discusses about issues of maritime concern like extremism, terrorism and piracy in the Indian Ocean region.
** International Law-Maritime Law.

112 KARNARD, Bharat
To take piracy, go on the offensive.
DECCAN CHRONICLE (HYDERABAD), 2012(1.3.2012)
Pleads the Government to take strong stand on sea piracy.
** International Law-Maritime Law.

113 PRASAD, K V
Cautionary tales from the high seas.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(15.3.2012)
Discusses over issues of maritime security and piracy in the backdrop of killing of two Indian fishermen.
** International Law-Maritime Law.
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS  
-(INDIA-EGYPT)

114 SALMAN HAILAR  
Mr Krishna in Egypt.  
STATESMAN (KOLKATA), 2012(13.3.2012)

Deals with revival of diplomatic relations between India and Egypt.  
** International Relations-(India-Egypt).

-(INDIA-MIDDLE EAST)

115 GHOSE, Arundhati  
War no one wants.  
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(3.3.2012)

Discusses about the political developments in Israel, Iran and Syria and the strategy that needs to be adopted by India with respect to Middle East.  
** International Relations-(India-Middle East).

116 JHA, Prem Shankar  
When insanity rules the world.  
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(1.3.2012)

Discusses about the political turmoil in Middle East and strategy to be adopted by India and Western Countries.  
** International Relations-(India-Middle East).

-(INDIA-PAKISTAN)

117 RAIMEDHI, Sidharth Samrat  
Deterring Pakistan.  
ASSAM TRIBUNE (GUWAHATI), 2012(2.3.2012)

Discusses about India’s response to the new military doctrine of Pakistan announced in January 2012.  
** International Relations-(India-Pakistan).

-(INDIA-UNITED STATES)

118 YECHURY, Sitaram  
Under the influence.  
HINDUSTAN TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(6.3.2012)

Expresses concern over India's international image as seeking a subordinate role under the United States led unipolarity.  
** International Relations-(India-United States).

** - Keywords  
23
119 PRASHAD, Vijay
Exit America.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012): P.49-53

Looks into the history of the United States’ invasion on Iraq.
** International Relations-(Iraq-United States).

-INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARIES-(INDIA-CHINA)

120 BHATTACHARJEE, Shibdas
Chinese imperialism and regional security.
ASSAM TRIBUNE (GUWAHATI), 2012(5.3.2012)

 Raises the border dispute issue between India and China amidst Chinese policy of imperialism.
** International Relations-International Boundaries-(India-China).

LABOUR AND LABOURING CLASSES
-EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT

121 Unemployment (Editorial).
ASSAM TRIBUNE (GUWAHATI), 2012(8.3.2012)

 Discusses the problem of unemployment among educated youth in Assam.
** Labour and Labouring Classes-Employment and Unemployment.

-EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT-MANPOWER

122 KANNAN, K P and RAVEENDRAN, G
Counting and profiling the missing labour force.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY (MUMBAI), V.47(No.6), 2012 (11.2.2012): P.77-80

 Analyses the magnitude and shift in the decline in the workforce.
** Labour and Labouring Classes-Employment and Unemployment-Manpower.

-LABOUR WELFARE

123 Gas cracker incident (Editorial).
ASSAM TRIBUNE (GUWAHATI), 2012(4.3.2012)

** - Keywords 24
LABOUR WELFARE

Discusses about the problems associated with the labour working in Gas Cracker Project undertaken by the Government of Assam.
** Labour and Labouring Classes-Labour Welfare.

LAW AND JUSTICE
-JUDICIARY-JUDICIAL ACTIVISM

124 NAYAR, Kuldip
Strength to judiciary's elbow.
JANATA (MUMBAI), V.67(No.4), 2012(19.2.2012): P.2-3

Discusses over the activism of judiciary in political matters.
** Law and Justice-Judiciary-Judicial Activism.

MASS MEDIA

125 MUKHIM, Patricia
Intrusive and aggressive media.
ASSAM TRIBUNE (GUWAHATI), 2012(1.3.2012)

Discusses about the intrusion of media in public lives.
** Mass Media.

126 SAHARIA, Kamala Kanta
Role of media in society.
ASSAM TRIBUNE (GUWAHATI), 2012(10.3.2012)
** Mass Media.

-MIGRATION-(INDIA-BIHAR)

127 ABHAY KUMAR
Nitish government squirms at Justice Katju's 'Press Censorship' charge.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(1.3.2012)

Expresses concern over Press Council of India's chairman's remarks over 'Press Censorship' in Nitish Kumar regime in Bihar.
** Mass Media-Censorship-(India-Bihar).

128 SARMAH, Anuradha
Migration and Assam economy.
ASSAM TRIBUNE (GUWAHATI), 2012(1.3.2012)

Discusses about economical impact of large scale illegal

** - Keywords
MIGRATION
migration from Bangladesh into Assam.
** Migration.

-REFUGEES AND REHABILITATION-(SYRIA)

129 KAREEM FAHIM
Influx of refugees from Syria.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(8.3.2012)

Deals with influx of refugees from Syria to Lebanon due to the civil war.
** Migration-Refugees and Rehabilitation-(Syria).

MINES AND MINERALS
-MINING-MINING LAW AND REGULATIONS

130 LAHIRI DUTT, Kuntala and Others
Land acquisition and dispossession.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY (MUMBAI), V.47(No.6), 2012 (11.2.2012): P.39-45

Discusses about the flaws in mineral governance laws leading to misappropriation by private coal companies through gaining access to land for resource extraction in Jharkhand.
** Mines and Minerals-Mining-Mining Law and Regulations.

PARLIAMENT
-(INDIA)

131 GIRI, D K
Yes, Parliament is Supreme !
JANATA (MUMBAI), V.66(No.49), 2012(8.1.2012): P.6-7

Discusses about the debate over supremacy of the Parliament.
** Parliament-(India).

-LEGISLATIVE PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE-(INDIA)

132 MADHAVAN, M R
Overgrown list.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(12.3.2012)

Discusses about the various Bills pending in Parliament.
** Parliament-Legislative Practice and Procedure-(India).

** - Keywords 26
**PETROLEUM**

- **OIL PRICES**

133 SHENOY, Bhamy V
Why diesel price decontrol could actually benefit consumers.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(7.3.2012)
** Petroleum-Oil Prices.

-PETROLEUM RESEARCH AND TRAINING

134 IYER, P Vaidyanathan
Credibility at stake.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(5.3.2012)

Discusses about the fiasco created due to Government's decision to auction its share in Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Limited.
** Petroleum-Petroleum Research and Training; Public Sector.

135 PATNAIK, Ila
How not to disinvest.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(15.3.2012)

 Discusses about the problems in Oil and Natural Gas Corporation disinvestment.
** Petroleum-Petroleum Research and Training; Public Sector.

**POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT**

-(INDIA)

136 SACHAR, Rajindar
Whither Indian politics.
JANATA (MUMBAI), V.67(No.5), 2012(26.2.2012): P.4-5; 6

Exposes dark side of Indian politics.
** Politics and Government-(India).

-CASTE POLITICS

137 MITRA, Chandan
Identity-plus is the new political mantra.
PIONEER (NEW DELHI), 2012(11.3.2012)

Observes that caste is no longer a major election issue in India.
** Politics and Government-Caste Politics.

** - Keywords 27
138 VISWAM, S
What price intolerance.
JANATA (MUMBAI), V.67(No.1), 2012(29.1.2012): P.1-2

Expresses concern over violation of fundamental and human rights in the light of keeping Salman Rushdie away from Jaipur Literature Festival.
** Politics and Government-Civil and Political Rights-Fundamental Rights.

- COALITION GOVERNMENT-UNITED PROGRESSIVE ALLIANCE

139 RAO, S L
Damage within.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(6.3.2012)

Deals with the rising differences within the United Progressive Alliance.
** Politics and Government-Coalition Government-United Progressive Alliance.

- FEDERAL RELATIONS

140 KHILNANI, Sunil
When local meets global.
TIMES OF INDIA (MUMBAI), 2012(10.3.2012)

Focuses on the challenges before newly elected Chief Minister of States to cooperate with the Central Government for achieving socio-economic progress at domestic and global levels.
** Politics and Government-Federal Relations.

- FUNCTIONS OF GOVERNMENT-(INDIA)

141 BHATTACHARJEE, K P
Government that works.
STATESMAN (KOLKATA), 2012(10.3.2012)

Criticises the functioning of United Progressive Alliance Government.
** Politics and Government-Functions of Government-(India); United Progressive Alliance.

- POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(BANGLADESH)

142 NAYAR, Kuldip
Coup or conspiracy.
JANATA (MUMBAI), V.67(No.1), 2012(29.1.2012): P.3-4

** - Keywords 28
Discusses about the struggle for independence of Bangladesh.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(Bangladesh).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(EGYPT)

143 GARTON ASH, Timothy
Not yet the Tahrir dream.
TELEGRAPH (KOLKATA), 2012(4.3.2012)

Raises concern over prevailing political crisis in Egypt.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(Egypt).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(INDIA)

144 BANERJEE, Indranil
Turbulence ahead as regional forces gain.
DECCAN CHRONICLE (HYDERABAD), 2012(7.3.2012)

Throws light on the emergence of regional parties in recently held Legislative Assembly elections in five States.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(India); Regional Parties.

145 MANOJ, C L
Mid-term poll only a buzz.
ECONOMIC TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(14.3.2012)

Assesses the political condition of India and comments on the possibility of mid-term General elections.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(India).

146 PURI, Rajinder
Avoiding a mid-term poll!
STATESMAN (KOLKATA), 2012(10.3.2012)

Opines that there is a possibility of mid-term Lok Sabha elections in India in the wake of rising differences within United Progressive Alliance.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(India); United Progressive Alliance.

147 SHASHI SHEKHAR
Federalism emerging as key political issue.
PIONEER (NEW DELHI), 2012(12.3.2012)
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(India).

** - Keywords
148 UPADHYA, Ramakrishna
Game changer?
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(10.3.2012)

Observes that regional parties may play a major role in upcoming General elections.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(India).

149 VERGHESE, B G
No ambiguities.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(13.3.2012)

Assesses the political condition of India in the wake of Legislative Assembly elections held recently in five States.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(India).

150 BEURIA, S T
Patnaik dreams of a third front.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(1.3.2012)

Focuses on the opinion of the Chief Minister of Odisha, Naveen Patnaik to form a new third front at National level.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(India-Odisha).

151 BANERJEE, Biswajeet
Akhilesh must act against hoodlums.
PIONEER (NEW DELHI), 2012(15.3.2012)

Focuses on the challenges before Akhilesh Yadav, newly elected Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh to improve law and order situation in the state.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

152 POPHAM, Peter
Myanmar reforms making progress.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(12.3.2012)
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(Myanmar).
-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(NEPAL)

153 JHA, Prashant
Final countdown in Nepal.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(6.3.2012)

Discusses about political development recently took place in Nepal in the backdrop of expiry of the term of Constituent Assembly in May 2012.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(Nepal).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(PAKISTAN)

154 WALSH, Declan
Volatile state.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012): P.57-60

Comments on the current political situation in Pakistan.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(Pakistan).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(SYRIA)

155 SWAMI, Praveen
Some lessons in barbarism.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(15.3.2012)

Pleads India to learn lesson from Syrian bankruptcy of using maximum force before fighting against growing Maoist insurgency.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(Syria).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(UNITED ARAB EMIRATES)

156 AIJAZ AHMAD
Rebellion and reaction.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.29(No.2), 2012(10.2.2012): P.4-23

Focuses on the outcome of mass uprisings of 2011 in the Arab World.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(United Arab Emirates).

-POLITICAL PARTIES-AKALI DAL

157 AIYAR, Swaminathan S Anklesaria
Akalis win election, not debate.
ECONOMIC TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(14.3.2012)

** - Keywords 31
POLITICAL PARTIES-AKALI DAL

Comments on the victory of Akali Dal in Punjab Legislative Assembly elections.
** Politics and Government-Political Parties-Akali Dal.

POLITICAL PARTIES-BAHUJAN SAMAJ PARTY

158 KALYANI SHANKAR
Don't write off Mayawati yet.
STATESMAN (KOLKATA), 2012(11.3.2012)

Throws light on the challenges to revive Bahujan Samaj Party in Uttar Pradesh.
** Politics and Government-Political Parties-Bahujan Samaj Party.

POLITICAL PARTIES-BJP

159 MALIK, Ashok
How the Lotus can bloom.
TIMES OF INDIA (MUMBAI), 2012(8.3.2012)

Focuses on the challenges before the Bharatiya Janata Party to win State Legislative Assembly elections.
** Politics and Government-Political Parties-BJP.

160 SEEMA CHISTI
Who's afraid of moving on?
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(6.3.2012)

Reflects on the political situation of Bharatiya Janata Party after a decade of Gujarat riots.
** Politics and Government-Political Parties-BJP; Riots-(India-Gujarat).

POLITICAL PARTIES-FOREIGN PARTY-(SOUTH AFRICA)

161 CHERIAN, John
Centenary party.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.29(No.2), 2012(10.2.2012): P.56-60

Commomorates 100th anniversary of the African National Congress Party in South Africa.
** Politics and Government-Political Parties-Foreign Party-(South Africa).
162 BHALLA, Surjit S
One last chance for Congress.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(10.3.2012)

Focuses on the performance of Indian National Congress Party in recently held Legislative Assembly elections in five States.
** Politics and Government-Political Parties-Indian National Congress.

163 GUHA, Ramachandra
States of the nation.
TELEGRAPH (KOLKATA), 2012(10.3.2012)

Comments on the defeat of Indian National Congress Party in Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections.
** Politics and Government-Political Parties-Indian National Congress.

164 PUNJ, Balbir
Revenge of the natives.
PIONEER (NEW DELHI), 2012(12.3.2012)

Holds an opinion on the defeat of Indian National Congress Party in Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections.
** Politics and Government-Political Parties-Indian National Congress.

165 SAHAY, Anand K
Defeat and after.
DECCAN CHRONICLE (HYDERABAD), 2012(9.3.2012)

Comments on the defeat of Indian National Congress Party in Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections.
** Politics and Government-Political Parties-Indian National Congress.

166 SCHITANAND, N N
All the prisoners.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(15.3.2012)

Comments on the defeat of Indian National Congress Party in Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections.
** Politics and Government-Political Parties-Indian National Congress.

167 SHARMA, Vinod
From UP to UPA.
HINDUSTAN TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(7.3.2012)

** - Keywords 33
Focuses on the challenges before the Indian National Congress Party to learn lesson from Samajwadi Party’s victory in Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections.

**Politics and Government-Political Parties-Indian National Congress.**

168 SHUKLA, Amitabh
In Punjab, Congress took voters for granted.
PIONEER (NEW DELHI), 2012(15.3.2012)

Examines the defeat of Indian National Congress Party in Punjab Legislative Assembly elections.

**Politics and Government-Political Parties-Indian National Congress.**

169 SINGH, K C
In a policy slipstream.
DECCAN CHRONICLE (HYDERABAD), 2012(12.3.2012)

Comments on the defeat of Indian National Congress Party in Punjab, Goa and Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections.

**Politics and Government-Political Parties-Indian National Congress.**

**-POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY AND IDEOLOGIES-SOCIALISM**

170 GIRI, D K
Forming a Socialist Government.
JANATA (MUMBAI), V.66(No.51), 2012(22.1.2012): P.7-8

Discusses about the importance of forming social democratic form of Government in India.

**Politics and Government-Political Philosophy and Ideologies-Socialism.**

**-REGIONAL PARTIES**

171 DASGUPTA, Swapan
Regional bosses rising.
TIMES OF INDIA (MUMBAI), 2012(14.3.2012)

Focuses on the rising of regional political parties in the wake of Samajwadi Party’s success in Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections.

**Politics and Government-Regional Parties.**

172 GURU, Gopal
Regional parties stakes in deepening democracy.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(11.3.2012)

**- Keywords 34**
REGIONAL PARTIES

Observes the rising influence of regional parties in national politics.
** Politics and Government-Regional Parties.

-TYPES OF POLITICAL SYSTEM-DEMOCRACY-(INDIA)

173 GIRI, D K
Indian democracy: From political to social.
JANATA (MUMBAI), V.67(No.4), 2012(19.2.2012): P.4-6
** Politics and Government-Types of Political System-Democracy-(India).

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
-ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS

174 MISHRA, Satyananda
Deliver us from legislation.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(12.3.2012)

Emphasises the need to bring reforms in bureaucracy rather than demanding for more laws.
** Public Administration-Administrative Reforms; Bureaucracy.

-CIVIL SERVICES-BUREAUCRACY

175 GHOSE, Bhaskar
Legion strikes.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.29(No.2), 2012(10.2.2012): P.87-88

Expresses concern over prevailing red tapism in various sectors of Indian economy and need to bring reforms in bureaucracy.
** Public Administration-Civil Services-Bureaucracy; Administrative Reforms.

-CORRUPTION-(INDIA)

176 DUTTA, Arup Kumar
Biggest detriment.
ASSAM TRIBUNE (GUWAHATI), 2012(10.3.2012)

Holds an opinion that corruption is the biggest deterrent to growth and development in India.
** Public Administration-Corruption-(India).
177 RAGHAVAN, R K
Honesty can get you killed.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(10.3.2012)

Expresses concern over the killing of young Indian Police
Service Officer Narendra Kumar who was fighting against
local mafia in Madhya Pradesh.
** Public Administration-Law and Order-Police.

178 TELTUMBDE, Anand
Don't cry for them India.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY (MUMBAI), V.47(No.5), 2012
(4.2.2012): P.10-11

Expresses concern over unlawful conduct of police in
treating with the people arrested illegally assuming their
links with Maoists.
** Public Administration-Law and Order-Police Atrocities;
Violences and Disorder-(India).

179 GORADIA, Praful
NCTC fracas is the fruit of Congress's lust for power.
PIONEER (NEW DELHI), 2012(14.3.2012)
NCTC: National Counter Terrorism Centre.

Criticises Union Government's move to set up the National
Counter Terrorism Centre.
** Public Administration-Law and Order-Terrorism-(India).

180 PHADNIS, Aditi
Counter intelligence.
BUSINESS STANDARD (NEW DELHI), 2012(3.3.2012)

Supports the setting up of the proposed National Counter
Terrorism Centre to curb terrorism in India.
** Public Administration-Law and Order-Terrorism-(India).

181 ROYCHOWDHURY, Shankar
Rid NCTC of politics.
DECCAN CHRONICLE (HYDERABAD), 2012(6.3.2012)
NCTC: National Counter Terrorism Centre.

Expresses views on the proposed National Counter
Terrorism Centre in India.
** Public Administration-Law and Order-Terrorism-(India).

** - Keywords 36
LAW AND ORDER-TERRORISM-(INDIA)

182 THARAKAN, P K Hormis
Intelligence design.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(1.3.2012)

Expresses views on setting up of proposed National Counter Terrorism Centre.
** Public Administration-Law and Order-Terrorism-(India).

-OMBUDSMAN

183 ALI NOORANI
Treaties and states.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.29(No.2), 2012(10.2.2012): P.43-47

Discusses the issue relating to the rights of the States of Indian Union in setting up of Lokpal and Lokayukta in the States.
** Public Administration-Ombudsman; Federal Relations.

184 PRASHANT BHUSHAN
Saga of the Lokpal Bill.
JANATA (MUMBAI), V.66(No.49), 2012(8.1.2012): P.4-5; 9

Discusses about the provisions and status of Lokpal and Lokayukta Bill, 2011.
** Public Administration-Ombudsman.

185 RAGHAVAN, R K
Lost battle?
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012): P.118-119

Raises concern over the impasse between Team Anna Hazare and the Government over the Lokpal Bill.
** Public Administration-Ombudsman; Corruption.

-PRIME MINISTER-(INDIA)

186 CHANAKYA
Future's in talkies.
HINDUSTAN TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(4.3.2012)

Comments on the silence of the Prime Minister Manmohan Singh on important public issues.
** Public Administration-Prime Minister-(India).

187 DUTT, Barkha
PMs not-in-waiting.
HINDUSTAN TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(3.3.2012)
PM: Prime Minister.

** - Keywords 37
Focuses on a list of Prime Ministerial candidates for Lok Sabha elections, 2014.
** Public Administration-Prime Minister-(India).

-PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

188 ADHIKARI, Anindita
Strong revival.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012): P.104-105

Comments on the irregularities noticed in Public Distribution System in Jharkhand.
** Public Administration-Public Distribution System; Food Security.

189 DHORAJIWALA, Sakina and GUPTA, Aashish
Coupon fiasco.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012): P.101-103

Assesses the inefficiency of coupon system launched to prevent the corruption in the Public Distribution System in Bihar.
** Public Administration-Public Distribution System; Food Security.

190 DREZE, Jean and KHERA, Reetika
Understanding the PDS.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012): P.96-97

Studies to revive the Public Distribution System as per survey conducted by Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi in various States of India.
** Public Administration-Public Distribution System; Food Security.

191 JOSEPH, Aleesha Mary
Power of literacy.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012): P.98-100

Highlights the findings of the Survey on the Public Distribution System conducted in Uttar Pradesh, Kerala and Himachal Pradesh and emphasises the need to educate the rural poor about their rights for effective culmination of all welfare policies and programmes launched in rural India.
** Public Administration-Public Distribution System;

193 PURI, Raghav
Reforming the Public Distribution System: Lessons from Chhattisgarh.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY (MUMBAI), V.47(No.5), 2012 (4.2.2012): P.21-23
** Public Administration-Public Distribution System.

PUBLIC HEALTH
-DISEASES

194 REYNOLDS, Gretchen
Price of laziness: Inactivity may lead to blood sugar shooting up.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(9.3.2012)
** Public Health-Diseases.

-DRUGS

195 ANANTHKRISHNAN, G
Historic move to make drugs affordable.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(14.3.2012)

Discusses the Government's decision to issue a compulsory license for manufacturing of anti-Cancer drugs.
** Public Health-Drugs.

196 SHAMNAD BASHEER
Life saver.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(15.3.2012)

Applauds the Government's decision on issuance of compulsory license to multinational pharmaceutical companies to ensure access to cheaper cancer drugs in less developing countries.
** Public Health-Drugs; Patents.
197 CHATTOPADHYAY, Suhrid Sankar
Fiery trap.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012):
P.41-42

Raises concern over the death of the patients in a fire accident at Advanced Medical Research Institute Hospital in Kolkata.
** Public Health-Hospitals; Fire Accident.

198 RAJALAKSHMI, T K
Criminal trials.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.29(No.2), 2012(10.2.2012): P.33-37

Emphasises the need for strict enforcement of medical ethics to stop the unethical drug trials conducted on mentally-retarded persons in India.
** Public Health-Medical Research; Medical Ethics.

199 SARKAR, Sonia
Crime and punishment.
TELEGRAPH (KOLKATA), 2012(14.3.2012)

Raises question over punishment to be awarded to drug traffickers.
** Public Health-Narcotic Drugs.

200 BALAGOPAL, Gopalan
Needed, more 'Hungama' over malnutrition.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(6.3.2012)

Expresses concern over the prevalence of malnutrition among children.
** Public Health-Nutrition.

201 RAJALAKSHMI, T K
Unpalatable truths.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.29(No.2), 2012(10.2.2012):
P.100-102

Provides the facts about the prevailing state of hunger and malnutrition in the country.

** - Keywords 40
** NUTRITION

** Public Health-Nutrition; Hunger.

** PUBLIC HEALTH POLICY-(INDIA)

202 RAO, Sujatha

Long on aspiration, short on detail.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY (MUMBAI), V.47(No.6), 2012 (11.2.2012): P.12-16

Discusses about the recommendation of Planning Commission's High Level Expert Group on access to universal healthcare.
** Public Health-Public Health Policy-(India).

203 SINHA, Amarjeet

Health evidence from the states.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY (MUMBAI), V.47(No.6), 2012 (11.2.2012): P.16-18

Emphasises the need for proper implementation of National Rural Health Mission to transform the public healthcare system.
** Public Health-Public Health Policy-(India); Rural Health.

** PUBLIC HEALTH POLICY-(INDIA-NORTH EAST REGION)

204 HAZARIKA, Sanjoy

Human development failure in North East.
ASSAM TRIBUNE (GUWAHATI), 2012(7.3.2012)

Discusses about poor human development indices in North East Region with special reference to the Health Sector in Assam.
** Public Health-Public Health Policy-(India-North East Region).

** SANITATION

205 GOSWAMI, H K

Total sanitation: A long way to go.
ASSAM TRIBUNE (GUWAHATI), 2012(15.3.2012)
** Public Health-Sanitation; Public Health Policy-(India)

** VACCINES

206 DASGUPTA, Kumkum

Many drops made this an ocean.
HINDUSTAN TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(15.3.2012)

** - Keywords 41
Applauds the public health care initiatives taken by the Government to make the country 'polio-free'.
** Public Health-Vaccines; Diseases-Polio.

207 RAMACHANDRAN, R
War almost won.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.29(No.2), 2012(10.2.2012): P.27-32

Discusses about the success of the polio-eradication programme in India.
** Public Health-Vaccines; Diseases-Polio.

PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING
-BOOKS

208 HASAN SUROOR
You can't read this book.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(4.3.2012)

Comments on literary censorship in India.

RURAL DEVELOPMENT
-RURAL EMPLOYMENT

209 BHALLA, Surjit S
Very poor programme.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(2.3.2012)

Discusses about the flaws in the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Programme.
** Rural Development-Rural Employment.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
-ATOMIC ENERGY

210 ALAGH, Yoginder K
Core concerns.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(5.3.2012)

Emphasises the need for maintaining transparency in nuclear power generation and agriculture research in India.
** Science and Technology-Atomic Energy; Agricultural Research-(India).
211 BALAJI, M Kasinath and JINNA, S V
Safety is at the core of Kudankulam nuclear reactors.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(1.3.2012)

Discusses about safety measures adopted at the Kudankulam nuclear power plant.
** Science and Technology-Atomic Energy-Atomic Power Plants-(India-Tamil Nadu).

212 FERNANDES, Walter
Shooting the messenger.
ASSAM TRIBUNE (GUWAHATI), 2012(5.3.2012)

Discusses about the States' prejudice towards minorities in the backdrop of agitation over Kudankulam nuclear power plant.
** Science and Technology-Atomic Energy-Atomic Power Plants-(India-Tamil Nadu); Minorities.

-ATOMIC ENERGY-NUCLEAR POLICY-(IRAN)

213 OTTOLENGHI, Emanuele
Only tough sanctions will stop Iran.
DECCAN CHRONICLE (HYDERABAD), 2012(6.3.2012)

Comments on Iran's nuclear development programme.
** Science and Technology-Atomic Energy-Nuclear Policy-(Iran).

-ATOMIC ENERGY-NUCLEAR POLICY-(UNITED STATES)

214 BRODSKY, Richard
Nuclear regulators need to open up.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(14.3.2012)

Demands to reform the Nuclear Regulatory Commission of the United States.
** Science and Technology-Atomic Energy-Nuclear Policy-(United States).

-ATOMIC ENERGY-NUCLEAR RADIATION-(JAPAN)

215 FACKLER, Martin
Top level collusion that led to nuclear disaster.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(13.3.2012)

Focuses on the reasons behind Japan's Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster in 2011.
** Science and Technology-Atomic Energy-Nuclear Radiation
216 RAY, Kalyan
Inept handling of the Fukushima crisis led to loss of people's trust.
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(12.3.2012)

Deals with the reasons behind leading Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster in Japan.
** Science and Technology-Atomic Energy-Nuclear Radiation (Japan).

217 BAILEY, Rishab
Censoring the Internet: The new intermediary guidelines.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY (MUMBAI), V.47(No.5), 2012 (4.2.2012): P.15-19

Discusses about Information Technology (Intermediary Guidelines) Rules, 2011 on censoring the social media sites on internet.
** Science and Technology-Computers-Internet.

218 ANOOP KUMAR
Death of Anil Meena.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(14.3.2012)

Expresses concern over prevailing caste discrimination in institutions of higher education in the wake of suicide committed by a Dalit student at All India Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi.
** Social Policy and Planning-Caste System; Medical Education.

219 THARAMANGALAM, Joseph
Caste in politics is linked to lived realities.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(7.3.2012)

Expresses concern over the prevailing caste system in Indian politics.
** Social Policy and Planning-Caste System; Caste Politics.
220 ALUR, Mithu
Gap between intention and reality.
TELEGRAPH (KOLKATA), 2012(8.3.2012)

Highlights the plight of persons with disability travelling by air in India.
** Social Policy and Planning-Handicapped Rehabilitation;
Air Transport-Passenger Facilities.

-NGO

221 BALACHANDRAN, G
What happened at Koodankulam?
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(1.3.2012)
NGO: Non-Governmental Organisation.

Discusses over Prime Minister Manmohan Singh's recent comments on the involvement of foreign funded Indian Non-Governmental Organisations behind agitation against the setting up of Kudankulam Nuclear Power Plant in Tamil Nadu.
** Social Policy and Planning-NGO; Atomic Power Plants-(India-Tamil Nadu).

222 MENON, Sreelatha
Who's afraid of NGOs?
BUSINESS STANDARD (NEW DELHI), 2012(3.3.2012)
NGO: Non-Governmental Organisation.

Comments on the Union Government's order to scrutinise the names of Non Government Organisations that are receiving foreign funds to trip up the Kudankulam Nuclear Power Plant in Tamil Nadu.
** Social Policy and Planning-NGO; Atomic Power Plants-(India-Tamil Nadu).

223 MITRA, Chandan
Dangerous liaisons: NGO story in India.
PIONEER (NEW DELHI), 2012(4.3.2012)
NGO: Non-Governmental Organisation.

Gives an opinion on Union Government's direction given on scrutiny of foreign funded Non-Governmental Organisations that are trying to trip up the Kudankulam Nuclear Power Plant in Tamil Nadu.
** Social Policy and Planning-NGO; Atomic Power Plants-(India-Tamil Nadu).

224 SUNDAR, Pushpa
Enough of the 'foreign hand'.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(1.3.2012)

** - Keywords 45
Comments on the involvement of foreign funded Non Governmental Organisations in activities to trip up the Kudankulam Nuclear Power Plant in Tamil Nadu.
** Social Policy and Planning-NGO; Atomic Power Plants-(India-Tamil Nadu).

-RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

225 LAHKAR, Srutiparna
Racism in Indian society.
ASSAM TRIBUNE (GUWAHATI), 2012(6.3.2012)

Expresses concern over the prevalence of racial discrimination in Indian society.
** Social Policy and Planning-Racial Discrimination.

-RESERVATION POLICY

226 GUDAVARTHY, Ajay
Can we de-stigmatise reservation in India?
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY (MUMBAI), V.47(No.6), 2012 (11.2.2012): P.55-62

 Discusses about dimension of reservation raised by the Other Backward Classes in India.
** Social Policy and Planning-Reservation Policy.

-WOMEN

227 BHATTACHARJEE, Jyotsana
Social justice for women.
ASSAM TRIBUNE (GUWAHATI), 2012(8.3.2012)

 Discusses the measures to improve the physical, mental and emotional health of women.
** Social Policy and Planning-Women.

228 PANICKER, Lalita
It's just a kitty party.
HINDUSTAN TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(1.3.2012)

 Emphasises the need to reinvent the National Commission for Women.
** Social Policy and Planning-Women.
WOMEN-CRIME AGAINST WOMEN

229 SEN, Kaushik
Is Bengal the new rape capital?
PIONEER (NEW DELHI), 2012(3.3.2012)

Expresses concern over rising crime against women in West Bengal.
** Social Policy and Planning-Women-Crime Against Women.

WOMEN-VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN

230 BANERJEE, Suparna
Home but not alone.
HINDUSTAN TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(8.3.2012)

Emphasises the need to review the Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005.
** Social Policy and Planning-Women-Violence Against Women.

SPORTS
-CRICKET

231 EZEKIEL, Gulu
Living out his dream.
HINDUSTAN TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(12.3.2012)

Applauds Sachin Tendulkar's accomplished mission of winning the World Cup for India in 2011.
** Sports-Cricket.

232 MAJUMDAR, Boria
Classical hero for modern India.
TIMES OF INDIA (MUMBAI), 2012(12.3.2012)

Highlights the contribution made by Rahul Dravid in the field of Cricket.
** Sports-Cricket; Biographies-Prominent Persons-DRAVID, Rahul.

233 MAJUMDAR, Boria
Don't shoot the messenger.
TIMES OF INDIA (MUMBAI), 2012(1.3.2012)

Emphasises the need to recognise the role of supportive media in promotion of Cricketers and the Board of Council for Cricket in India.
** Sports-Cricket.

** - Keywords

47
Olympic Games

234 Jayaraman, Nityanand
Dow shalt check facts.
Hindustan Times (New Delhi), 2012(13.3.2012)

Recollects the plight of victims of 1984 Bhopal gas
tragedy in the wake of conflict raised over Dow Chemicals
Limited’s proposed support for Olympic Games to be held
in London in the year 2012.
** Sports-Olympic Games; Industrial Hazards.

Transportation
-Air Transport-Civil Aviation-(India)

235 Vasudev, P M
Irrational lending by banks coming home to roost.
Deccan Herald (Bangalore), 2012(13.3.2012)

Raises concern over irrational lending to Kingfisher
Airlines by the Government owned banks.
** Transportation-Air Transport-Civil Aviation-(India).

Railways

236 Mahajan, Ashwani
Railways need resources to save it from bankruptcy.
Deccan Herald (Bangalore), 2012(5.3.2012)

Suggests measures to revive Indian Railways from
financial crisis.
** Transportation-Railways.

Railways-Railway Accidents

237 Amit Kumar
Railway modernisation needs to get on track.
Business Standard (New Delhi), 2012(12.3.2012)
** Transportation-Railways-Railway Accidents.

238 Balakesari, K
Railway mission to fantasyland.
Hindu (Chennai), 2012(12.3.2012)

Focuses on the recommendations of the Kakodkar Rail
Safety Review Committee Report.
** Transportation-Railways-Railway Accidents.

239 Dayal, Raghu
Train to nowhere.
Indian Express (New Delhi), 2012(3.3.2012)

** - Keywords
Discusses over the recommendations of KakodKar Rail Safety Review Committee Report.
** Transportation-Railways-Railway Accidents.

**RAILWAYS-RAILWAY BUDGET**

240 CHAK, Sumant
Fine train of thought.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(15.3.2012)

** Transportation-Railways-Railway Budget.

241 CHAUDHURI, Swapan K
Downhill train journey.
STATESMAN (KOLKATA), 2012(14.3.2012)

Hopes for major reforms in Indian Railway in the wake of forthcoming Railway Budget, 2012-13.
** Transportation-Railways-Railway Budget.

242 DATTA RAY, Sunanda K
Waiting for the man.
BUSINESS STANDARD (NEW DELHI), 2012(10.3.2012)

Deals with the expectations from Railway Budget, 2012-13.
** Transportation-Railways-Railway Budget.

243 DAYAL, Raghu
Still missing the train.
TIMES OF INDIA (MUMBAI), 2012(15.3.2012)

Analyses the salient features of the Railway Budget, 2012-13.
** Transportation-Railways-Railway Budget.

244 GURUSWAMY, Mohan
Populism will run out of steam.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(15.3.2012)

Discusses about the financial condition of Indian Railways and genuineness of hike in passenger fares.
** Transportation-Railways-Railway Budget.

245 KHOSLA, Aarti
Distress signal.
STATESMAN (KOLKATA), 2012(13.3.2012)

Examines the poor economic condition of Indian Railways.

** - Keywords 49
246 SIVADASAN, R
Pragmatic Railway Budget, but will Mamata let Trivedi get away?
DECCAN HERALD (BANGALORE), 2012(15.3.2012)
Evaluates the Railway Budget, 2012-13 of India.
** Transportation-Railways-Railway Budget.

247 SRINIVASAN, G
Case for the Railway Minister to deliver the goods tomorrow.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(13.3.2012)
** Transportation-Railways-Railway Budget.

248 KAPILA, K K
Taming the road.
HINDUSTAN TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(14.3.2012)
Suggests to extend tax benefits to private companies which are expending their revenues for road safety measures under Government approved schemes.
** Transportation-Road Transport-Road Accidents; Budget-(India).

249 GUHA, Ramachandra
Moodbidri tales.
HINDUSTAN TIMES (NEW DELHI), 2012(2.3.2012)
Analyses the reasons behind ongoing protest by the people against the construction of highway in surroundings of Chandranatha Temple in Karnataka.
** Transportation-Road Transport-Roads and Highways.

UNITED NATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS
-UN AGENCIES-UNEP

250 BIDWAI, Praful
Durban greenwash.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012): P.94-95
UNITED NATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS
-UN AGENCIES-UNEP

Expresses concern over India’s stand at the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change held in Durban.
** United Nations and International Organisations-UN Agencies-UNEP.

251 RAMACHANDRAN, R
Uncertain stand.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012): P.114-117

Expresses concern over India’s failure during the negotiations at the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change held in Durban.
** United Nations and International Organisations-UN Agencies-UNEP; Global Warming.

-UN AGENCIES-UNHRC

252 PARTHASARATHY, G
West beats up on Sri Lanka.
PIONEER (NEW DELHI), 2012(15.3.2012)

Deals with the United States resolution at United Nations Human Rights Council seeking intrusive measures to censure Sri Lanka for alleged human rights ‘violations’ in war on Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam.
** United Nations and International Organisations-UN Agencies-UNHRC.

URBAN DEVELOPMENT
-HOUSING

253 MANDER, Harsh
Some home truth.
JANATA (MUMBAI), V.67(No.3), 2012(12.2.2012): P.14-15

Expresses concern over travails of urban homeless people.
** Urban Development-Housing.

WATER MANAGEMENT
-DAMS

254 SUBRAMANIAN, T S
Deep distrust.
FRONTLINE (CHENNAI), V.28(No.27), 2012(13.1.2012): P.120-122

** - Keywords 51
WATER MANAGEMENT
-DAMS

Focuses on the dispute between Tamil Nadu and Kerala Government over Mullaperiyar dam.
** Water Management-Dams; Inter State Relations-Water Disputes-(India-Kerala-Tamil Nadu).

-DRINKING WATER

255 AHLUWALIA, Isher Judge
New wave from Amravati.
INDIAN EXPRESS (NEW DELHI), 2012(7.3.2012)
** Water Management-Drinking Water.

-RIVER WATER LINKS

256 Chasing a mirage (Editorial).
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(1.3.2012)

Discusses over the issue of inter-linking of river water.
** Water Management-River Water Links; Inter State Relations.

257 DOGRA, Bharat
River sutra, without links.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(3.3.2012)

Discusses the problems relating to the inter-basin water transfer for controlling floods and drought.
** Water Management-River Water Links.

258 IYER, Ramaswamy R
With all due respect, My Lords.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(2.3.2012)

Comments upon Supreme Court's order on inter-linking of River Project.
** Water Management-River Water Links; Inter State Relations.

259 IYER, V R Krishna
River-engineering and the courts.
HINDU (CHENNAI), 2012(12.3.2012)

Discusses over the Supreme Court's ruling relating to inter-linking of rivers.
** Water Management-River Water Links; Centre State Relations.
RIVERS run through it.

** Water Management-River Water Links.

---

** YOUTH AFFAIRS

- STUDENTS AND POLITICS

YouTH in politics- A progressive step?

** Youth Affairs-Students and Politics.